
Volunteer Clerical Work for
Sharon Bible School

Volunteers are needed to do the following kinds of work.  If you are interested in 
supporting the Sharon Bible School ministry in any of these ways, send an email to 
jim.clark.afm@gmail.com .  The kinds of work are listed below in order of increasing 
skill level.
A. Transcription
You will be given a handwritten document (scanned as a PDF file), and will be asked to 
type the text into a new Microsoft Office or Open Office text file, thus creating a version 
that can be edited and formatted.  Most of these documents are in English, but some are 
in Swahili or Cebuano, which also use letters of the English alphabet.  (Spell-checkers 
can detect errors in the English documents.  Spelling of the other languages can be 
checked by using Google Translate to attempt a translation into English.)
B. Bilingual Merging
You will be given a lesson document in English and another document which is the same 
lesson translated into another language (such as  Swahili or Cebuano).  First, the 
translated document will be entirely changed to italics.  Then corresponding parts of the 
translated document will be copied and pasted into the English document to create a 
bilingual version of the lesson.  We will show you an example bilingual lesson so that 
you can see the pattern.
C. Lesson Reformatting
You will be given a lesson document in the original format as used to teach a ladies' Bible 
study in New Jersey, and a list of edit operations needed to convert it to the format used 
by Sharon Bible School for teaching in other countries.  We will give you examples and 
needed files and details.  The edit operations include:

1. replace SHARON class logo with Sharon Bible School logo
2. add space for student number to all page headers
3. page numbers start at 1 for each lesson, not lesson series
4. lesson name and number on first page of each lesson
5. add numbered blank to record score for each answer
6. add notice at end of lesson where to email answers if needed

If you have the skills to do some but not all of these edits, it will be useful if you just do 
what you can.
Examples of these kinds of work, and more detailed explanations, can be found at 
http://sharonbibleschool.org/Volunteers/
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